
 

Latias & Latios 

Latias (#380) & Latios (#381) 
Sex Ratio: perfect 50/50 split 

Abilities: 

Levitate 

 

Also known as the “Eon 

Twins”, Latios and Latias 

are a mysterious pair who 

are male and female 

counterparts to each other respectively. They are both 

highly sensitive to emotions, do not like fighting, and are 

notoriously shy. Latios are capable of Sight Sharing, and 

Latias are capable of telepathy and shapeshifting. The 

bond between a set of Lati@s twins is unbreakable. Both 

are capable of invisibility by using their glass-like downy 

feathers to refract light away from themselves. At 

maximum speed, Eon geminae are able to move at speeds 

faster than jet planes, but this is difficult to achieve and 

highly energy consumptive.  

Latios and Latias are both capable of mega evolution.  

Fun fact: Should one be born shiny, the other is too.  

Divinity: Eon geminae are minor demigods with an unknown divine 

ancestry. Their divinity presents itself uniquely amongst the minor 

demigods, a combination of traits that include invisibility, shapeshifting 

into humans, understanding human speech, telepathy, all eggs 

guaranteed to birth opposite-sexed twins with an unbreakable psychic 

bond, heightened powers (see: base stat information), “Sight Sharing”, 

and turning into Soul Dews upon death (see: Mythology & Mystical 

Items). In exchange for all these cool powers and abilities, Eon geminae are 

completely and entirely mortal with the same life expectancy as human 

beings.  

Sight Sharing: An ability where one twin is able to transmit whatever it 

sees directly to its other twin, and the receiver can in turn project those 

visions externally if it so desires. Lati@s are also able to develop this 

connection with others, but they are selective with who they choose to 

open their hearts to in such a way. In the heat of violent conflict, however, 

the individual may choose to use this power in self-defense and inflict 

visions upon its enemy.  

Eon geminae foemina (Latias) 

Eon geminae masculus (Latios) 

Dragon Psychic 

Egg Group: Unknown 
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Habitat: Latios and Latias are found all over the world. They 

prefer living near water. Interestingly, they seem to really like 

human cities that are on or next to water. 

Life Cycle: They have the same life expectancy as a human.  

A pair of Lati@s are born from the same egg, a phenomenon that 

occurs very rarely in the Pokémon world. They are guaranteed to 

hatch one of each, and the twins share unbreakable bond with 

each other.  

Eon geminae reach reproductive maturity at the same level as all 

other Pokémon, but they do have to be at least two years old. 

They can only mate with other Eon geminae and, of course, Mews. 

Courtship tends to occur over the course of a couple years, where 

the two usually stay together anywhere from a few years to life 

(like humans, they have complicated relationships with others of 

their kind). Eggs are laid in the summer every 7 to 12 years, 

where the parents vigorously defend their single egg until they 

hatch in the Spring. Newborns are more likely to die from 

accidentally getting caught in traps (spider webs, etc.), while 

adults are more likely to die from conflicts with other Pokémon 

or humans, if not through age. Their ability to turn themselves 

invisible prevents death, allowing the species as a whole to live 

complete lives with minimal fear of predation or death. In 

consequence, they do not reproduce quickly, and any given 

individual will usually only care for around 3 to 5 eggs in their 

life time.  

Importantly: Twins are magically unable to reproduce with each 

other.  

Behavior: They are typically shy individuals, particularly around 

humans, but they adore playtime and mischief. When they’re in 

danger, they emit a shrill scream! They’re highly sensitive to 

others’ emotions, and they like those who are good of heart. But 

they will disappear if they sense enemies.  

Eon geminae live in small herds of 3 to 10 other individuals. Twins 

and mates are typically in the same herd. Orphaned babies will 

be adopted by the rest of the herd.  

In the unfortunate event that one of the twins in a pair die, the 

other becomes incredibly and incurably depressed. When this 

happens, their herd tries to cheer them up, but tragically the 

heartbreak of it frequently leads to premature death in the 

remaining twin.  
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Diet: They really enjoy eating fruits, nuts, vegetables, bread, 

potato chips, and the sorts.   

Conservation: Unknown. There is estimated to be around 10,000 

total of Eon geminae.  

Relationship with Humans: Eon geminae have a long relationship 

with humans, with many cultures thinking of them as spirits, 

others as mischievous fae, others revere them as protectors, and 

so forth. Because they are able to transform into humans, there 

are individuals who spend large swaths of time freely living 

amongst humanity. Interestingly, Latios and Latias herds seem to 

really enjoy living in human settlements that are on or next to the 

water, and such cities have a decent chance of housing E. geminae 

herds at least sometimes during the year, but sightings are 

limited given the whole invisibility and shapeshifting thing.  

Every so often, trainers and rangers get lucky and are able to 

capture a Latios or Latias! But they are incredibly difficult 

Pokemon to track down and find, let alone capture. One of the 

ultimate tests of a trainer's skill, if there ever was one! 

They enjoy playing with children.  

Venice, Italy is most famous for its wild Latios and Latias 

sightings, as herds migrate in and out of the city all year round. 

Tourists enjoy trying to spot them, and even scientists will travel 

to Venice with the intent of trying to research the elusive Eon 

geminae. It’s hypothesized that at any given time, there are at 

least 20 Lati@s hanging around Venice, Italy.  

Classification: They are hypothesized to possibly be descendants 

of Mesprit (the Emotion Pokémon) and Mew, but in truth 

nobody has any clear notion of where these twins come from. 

The most scientists have been able to gather from genetic tests 

and molecular analysis of the feathers, is that they are mostly 

definitely related to the rest of the Tetrapods in the Animal 

Kingdom—which means very little, and is about as much 

information as one could have derived from just looking at them. 

They do not seem to bare any close relationship to any living 

Pokémon, except Mew of course.  

 

 

 



 


